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A rapid appraisal of agricultural sustainability was applied to the Yaqui Valley, Mexico, in order 

to identify areas of progress or issues of increasing concern relative to community goals. Some 

sustainability assessments use farmer records to identify site-specific sustainability trends. Fewer 

methods are available for the landscape or community scale. Such assessment procedures may 

require collection of specific primary data which can be both costly and time consuming. Upon 

identification of locally appropriate sustainability indicators, how can stakeholders assess trends 

toward sustainability goals and make adaptive management decisions with often limited access 

to existing data? We identify and addresses some of the practical challenges that arise when 

assessing sustainability using readily accessible information for an agricultural landscape. We 

review sources and quality of information to determine baseline and target values and to support 

future monitoring for seven indicators: soil quality, productivity, biodiversity, vulnerability, 

poverty, transparency, and economic implications of crop diversity. We analyzed publicly 

accessible data from local, national, and global databases to gauge progress toward targets for 

indicators that were endorsed by stakeholders. We found that land-use planning and management 

practices that conserve and increase the efficiency of water and nutrient use contribute to 

achieving goals while reducing environmental vulnerability. For this arid, irrigated region, 

progress toward agricultural sustainability also depends on the adoption of management 

techniques that mitigate risks for soil compaction and salinization. Failure of the principle wheat 

crop represents a major source of vulnerability to the local economy, so strategic crop 

diversification can reduce risk. The rapid appraisal illustrates how combining available 

information from environmental, economic, and social dimensions can inform strategies to move 

toward sustainable agricultural development goals identified with stakeholders. This rapid 

appraisal approach could be applied to a wide variety of communities and landscapes. The 

appraisal process highlights sustainability concerns and fosters discussions among stakeholders 

regarding monitoring needs and adaptive management options. It may be particularly useful 

when funds for collection of new data are scarce.


